
 



 

















 



 



 



 







 

 

Watch our movie about how to become a Healer 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKcO81kvteE 



https ://www.youtube.com/watch?v =aKcO81kvteE 

 



Who the best healers are and how 
healing works has been the subject of 

scientific research since the 1970s, 
when investigators first began to study 
the brain waves of hands-on healers. 

 
 I have always been interested in energy healing, especially since 2001, when I discovered in 
my own brain waves that sending out healing prayers at the close of meditation expands and 

evolves the mind more than anything else—and in precisely the same way as loving communion 
with universal Light. 

 
So it was with considerable excitement that in late 2010 I acquired a second 
electroencephalograph  (EEG) allowing me to simultaneously observe the interactions of a 
healer and subject, and promptly embarked on a series of studies of Reiki healers. To my 
surprise and delight, all of these studies, both with Western (Modern) Reiki and traditional 
Japanese Reiki healers, proved in every case that energy healing expands and evolves the 
minds of healers and their recipients. 
 
I did this research with a Mind Mirror, a unique dual-hemisphere, composite-picture EEG 
invented and used by British biophysicist and Zen master C. Maxwell Cade to study the 
interrelationships of four categories of brain wave frequencies—beta, alpha, theta and delta—
during meditation, energy healing, psychic inquiry, and spiritual communion with Source. 
 
Conducting these studies was a privilege and pleasure for me, as they confirmed my original 
findings and several other theories about the brainwaves of healing that will move the field of 
consciousness research considerably farther along—thanks to the open-hearted healers who 
participated in these sessions. 
  
  

Modern Reiki Healers in New York City 
 
In several studies beginning in January of 2011, I observed the brain waves of as many as six 
Western Reiki healers working at the same time on a single recipient (also a Reiki healer). At 
times all of them produced—and some consistently—the three brain wave patterns identified by 
Cade in his groundbreaking book, The Awakened Mind,as higher states of awareness: 1) 
the meditation pattern 2) the meditation pattern externalized as the open, flowing awakened 
mind of clarity, creativity, insight, intuition and spiritual connection, and 2) the evolved mind of 
unity, bliss and illumination. 
 



 
  

These brainwave patterns are commonly seen in practiced meditators, highly creative people, 
energy workers, yoga practitioners, and spiritual seekers, but rarely in people not committed to 
some kind of mind-calming contemplative practice. Seeing these advanced patterns so 
consistently in 12 New York healers convinced me of the power of Reiki to transform 
consciousness in much the same way that meditation does: the quiet mind (beta) opens to its 
subconscious (theta), resonates with the energies of healing and growth in nature (alpha), and 
intuitively attunes to the quantum Field of consciousness (delta) containing all energy and 
information.  
 
Thus open to self, nature and the Field, the healer receives and transmits healing energy and 
information to the subject without blocking, or impeding, the current of energy. Researchers say 
that healing light typically travels in the 0- to 30-hertz frequency range, with a strong 
concentration in the 7.8-hertz borderline of alpha-theta, where peak meditation and healing take 
place in the human body, mind and spirit. The awakened and evolved mind brain wave patterns 
carry precisely these frequency ranges. 
  
  

Traditional Japanese Reiki 
 
A close friend, Paula Michal-Johnson, a Pennsylvania teacher of traditional Japanese Reiki, 
suggested that I do a study on International House of Reiki healers as well. While studying the 
brain waves of four Shinpiden students working on one client, I was surprised to see an 
altogether different brain wave pattern. Still more surprising were the unusual brain wave 
patterns of founder Frans Stiene and his subject Deborah Harrigan during a healing session in 
Washington, D.C., while Stiene was teaching in America’s capital in early April, 2011. 
 
Paula and I drove down to Washington on April 7 for the study. This time I brought two Mind 
Mirrors and hooked up Frans to one and Deborah to the other, in order to watch their brain 
wave interactions and record each session into computer files. 
 



 
Judith Pennington hooks up Frans Stiene 

 

What I saw in Frans’ brain wave patterns was so startling that I checked his hookups 
repeatedly to make sure the electrodes were snug and secure enough to transmit a 
clear signal to my Mind Mirror. The hookup was good, but the images were hard to 
believe: Whether Frans was telling a joke or healing Deborah, he produced the brain 
wave pattern known as yoga nidra, or “psychic sleep,” wherein only the lowest and 
slowest delta waves are present to receive and transmit energy from the Field—without 
any but the slightest appearance (and interfering mental activity) of beta, alpha and 
theta. 
  
  

Yogic Consciousness 
 

The delta-only yoga nidra pattern is so rare that I’d never seen it before, 
although I had been watching for it since finding in Max Cade’s book a 
piece of information that had been lost in translation: that this pattern 
appears just before consciousness merges with the Field to form the 
circular evolved mind of transcendence. 

 
This made perfect sense to me, since the other three categories of consciousness—
beta, alpha and theta—must let go of their content and separate awareness (a huge 
leap of faith) in order for delta to amplify itself enough to reach into and unite with the 
quantum Field in the circular pattern of the evolved mind. But normally the yoga nidra 
state is elusive. The seasoned meditator lies on the floor in the spread-eagle “corpse” 
pose of yoga. So relaxed as to almost lose all conscious awareness, the meditator 
attunes to the Field for healing and psychic insight. 
 
Frans’ operating in this yoga nidra pattern in waking awareness could only mean that 
his 13 years of daily Reiki practice and the healing it has brought him conditioned this 
superconscious state of mind into his brain waves—as in a yogi. In fact, the psychic 
sleep of yoga nidra is the pattern required of yogis at the time of initiation: Using their 
relaxation skills to drop into physical catalepsy, their minds roam the outside world to 
obtain information that must be accurately reported upon waking as a condition of 
initiation. 
 



“When I am in this state,” Frans explained after the session, “I feel my physical body 
collapsing and my sense of separation disappears.” Remaining in what he calls “the 
witness consciousness,” he enters the “formless” in which he is aware only of energetic 
impulses moving through his body. In brain-speak, his delta waves are intuitively 
sensing/feeling the energy in the most basic way of human knowing—without any 
analysis or interpretation. 
  
  

A Dance of Light 
 

While Frans’ default pattern was yoga nidra—that is, an 
extremely quiet mind connected to the Field—he was not 
limited to it: At times, his pattern shifted from delta-only yoga 
nidra to a “no-mind” pattern of virtually flat brain waves 
known as the out-of-body pattern, meaning, as I like to joke, 
“There’s nobody home.” 

 
While of course there is someone home, the brain/mind has so absented itself from 
mental activity that it is like a clear, still pool of water, reaching for nothing and only 
receiving what comes from the Field. Deborah, an intuitive consultant, medium and 
natural empath, prefers the no-mind state for psychic readings and healing work, rather 
than the awakened and evolved mind patterns, in which there is mental activity and, she 
explained in a follow-up conversation, “room for opinion and interpretation, providing 
opportunity for involvement of the mind to alter that which comes through.” 
 
Deborah was the perfect recipient for Frans—and for this brain wave study—because 
she is a psychic empath. While entrainment—the synchronization of brain waves—is a 
desired result in any healing, a psychic empath reaches out with the anticipation and 
“clear mind” that facilitates this exchange of energy. Deborah’s anticipation of healing 
produced consistent awakened and partial evolved-mind patterns (half of the circle, 
either at the top or bottom of the pattern), which allowed her to easily “mindwalk” with 
Frans. It was almost as if Frans was coaxing Deborah into the no-mind pattern that is so 
familiar to her. In Session 2, when Frans was kneeling on the floor and sending energy 
across the room, she shifted into his yoga nidra delta-only pattern. 
 
After the two sessions, Deborah said, “I felt myself mindwalking with Frans. I could see 
an arc of energy—his, and mine answering—and we began to merge.” She reported a 
sensation of energy moving into her feet and “blue lightning” moving up her legs. 
 
Paula saw a blue arc of energy enter Deborah’s feet and mentioned this to me privately 
before Deborah said anything about it! 
 
In both sessions, Frans and Deborah were engaged in an energy trade wherein her 
brain waves shifted into his states of consciousness, and at one point, for a period of 
eight seconds, his low-amplitude awakened pattern nearly doubled in strength as it 
picked up her high-amplitude awakened mind brain waves. 



 
What Paula and I witnessed in Frans and Deborah’s brain waves was a beautiful dance 
of light, an energy exchange that washed them back and forth into the most advanced 
brain wave patterns that I have ever seen. 
 
  

 
Frans’ brain wave pattern (left) shows the out-of-body no-mind. 

Deborah’s pattern (right) shows gamma at the top and an awakened mind below 
it. 

Frans and Deborah danced back and forth between these patterns. 
  
  
  

High-Voltage Gamma Energies 
 
As if these patterns and changes weren’t remarkable enough, a frame-by-frame study of 
the Mind Mirror’s recorded images back at home revealed in Frans and Deborah’s brain 
waves a fascinating and rare progression: a sudden shift from their no-mind, out-of-
body patterns to super-high-frequency gamma waves expanding out above an 
awakened mind pattern, and then back to the no-mind. 
 
Frans later on explained this phenomenon: “I was just connecting, merging as much as 
possible with Deborah to just let the energy flow,” he said. Huge energy downloads are 
“very normal during a practice like this,” he continued. “Then it all settles down again, as 
you call it, into the out-of-body pattern. In Japanese this is called Mushin, which means 
no-mind and is linked to the level III symbol and mantra.” 
 
Associated with sudden “aha” insights, out-of-body experiences, and high-powered 
psychic intuition, gamma has the unique ability to synchronize all regions of the brain 
into a high level of coherence that diminishes electrical noise enough for the person to 
open to frequencies higher than the human brain normally picks up. 
 
It’s as if the person producing gamma is a radio set whose dial suddenly turns to higher-
frequency stations not available before. But the “chatter” in these higher frequencies is 
not the usual noise. Instead, because gamma’s higher frequencies contain photons of 
light with more energy in them, these frequencies feel to people like the Tibetan monks 



and Franciscan nuns studied by Dr. Andrew Newberg—like spiritual ecstasy. Gamma 
would therefore conduct a supercharge of energy. 
 

Cade conjectured that new technologies would someday be able to 
detect states of consciousness higher than the evolved mind. A few 
previous sessions that I have conducted with spiritually advanced 
clients and the present studies have convinced me that in certain 
situations and with certain people gamma shows up on the Mind 
Mirror, after all, in its topmost range of 30- to 44-hertz. 
 

The few times I have seen gamma—most frequently in IHR healers—it looked like an 
inverted crescent moon (probably the bottom of an evolved mind circle) sitting on top of 
an awakened mind pattern. At one point in our session, I saw in Frans’ brain waves two 
awakened mind patterns stacked underneath a gamma crescent moon. 
 
I have also seen this gamma download in four students of International House of Reiki 
(Paula, Jotaro and Erin) during a healing study in Paula’s home, and in late February, in 
an IHR healer (Heather) working in New York City on a woman nearly paralyzed with 
spinal damage. 
 
 

 
International House of Reiki students (Jotaro, Erin, Paula and Saida) in a healing 

session 
conducted in the home of Paula Michal-Johnson in February 2011. 

Visit http://classicalreikipa.wordpress.com/classical-reiki-pennsylvania/reiki-
research/ 

  
  

Inside the Photon 
 
Why do IHR healers produce these gamma frequencies? Studies conducted by several 
different researchers show that people produce gamma in three instances, all during 
deep meditation states: as the result of attentional focus (possibly on mantras), unity 
consciousness, and loving compassion. 

http://classicalreikipa.wordpress.com/classical-reiki-pennsylvania/reiki-research/
http://classicalreikipa.wordpress.com/classical-reiki-pennsylvania/reiki-research/


 
IHR graduates, engaged in energy healings producing the awakened, evolved, yoga 
nidra, and no-mind, out-of-body patterns of deep, profound meditation, may be 
generating gamma for any or all three of the above reasons. But it’s also true—and I 
strongly conjecture this—that any meditative mind, consciously or unconsciously, can 
tap into these super-high gamma frequencies in order to conduct high-voltage light to 
people in special need of it. 
 
Why would someone need a high-frequency supercharge? Researcher James L. 
Oschmann, in his book Energy Healing: The Scientific Basis, explains that healers are 
directly transmitting to their recipients the missing frequencies that have caused discord 
or disease in the body. Most people, he points out, receive healing in the 0- to 30-hertz 
frequency band; apparently others need the supercharge emitted by 30- to 100-hertz 
gamma frequencies to fill the body with high-powered photonic light, much like a 
lightning bolt charges up the atmosphere. 
 
This doesn’t mean that the awakened and evolved mind patterns produced by Western 
Reiki healers are inferior, only that the lower frequencies in which they are operating are 
carrying more photons containing less power—a steady current of lower-frequency 
energy, rather than a lightning bolt. 
 
Which, you may wonder, is better: the awakened/evolved mind’s strong, steady current 
saturated with photons of light or the gamma brain’s supercharge of fewer photons but 
powered-up light? 
 
At this point in time, only the healer and recipient can answer this question, based on 
their subjective experience. In the end, it is likely that supernal Light travels as needed 
through those most capable of channeling it; if the capacity is not present, Light 
undoubtedly finds other ways to go where it is needed. 
  
  

Harmonic Waves of Love 
 
What these studies prove—not only through brain states, but subjective experience—is 
that real healing is occurring through Reiki. We know this because brain wave 
frequencies are not confined to the brain, but cascade via harmonic wave motion into 
every cell and atom in the body (see Oschmann). The frequencies conducted by the 
healer jumpstart the “body electric” and instruct repair systems to do their repair work. In 
the process, light flowing into every level of one’s being carries intuitive insights into the 
mind, love into the heart, and illumination to the spirit. 
 
Researchers have shown that an increase in the strength of brain waves, whether from 
the awakened and evolved mind patterns or gamma waves, increases the output of 
energy from the fingers and this energy ripples into infinity, with the consequence of 
healing the world. While this is a precious service to humanity, equally magnificent is 



the ability of energy work to heal and evolve the healer’s brain waves and 
consciousness as much if not more than the person being healed. 
 
Of course, no one needs to see brain wave patterns to know that healing has occurred. 
We can feel, experience and know this. And yet, it’s always good for the doubting ego to 
logically understand the process, so that it can unreservedly believe, trust and surrender 
to the divine Light which so deeply loves and heals us and all things. 
 
Judith Pennington, an internationally published journalist, author and 
meditation/consciousness trainer, is a world authority on EEG and consciousness.   
 

 

 



Healing Powers 
We have two healers on staff, Mikhail Dekhta, who is a natural-born healer trained in 
“subtle energy” and Richard Blasband, M.D., utilizing the Levashov Method. In our 
work with clients and patients utilizing these healing methods we will be looking for 
correlations with electroencephalograms (EEG), Kirlian Photography (GDV), and 
Random Event Generators (REG). We already have preliminary evidence that when our 
healers are in their healing mode that anomalous changes take place in the output of the 
EEG and REG. This indicates that it is likely that in the healing mode the brain 
participates. The REG evidence indicates that the effect is non-local. Where logistically 
possible we will obtain GDV images of patients in healing in order to follow energetic 
changes in their fields as they progress through the healing. 

Clinical Research 

We already have evidence (see below) that the expression of emotions of women in 
psychiatric orgone therapy can produce anomalous changes in the output of an REG. 
We are following this up by a study of men in therapy using a similar protocol. In 
addition we will be obtaining Kirlian photographs of all patients using the modern GDV 
apparatus developed by Konstantin Korotkov. In this way we will have a graphic view of 
the “energetic” fields of patients as they progress through therapy. 

The Effect of an ORAC on an REG 

With an increasing number of healer services on the market it has become difficult for the consumer to 

decide what is truly beneficial for a human organism and its vitality. Only a certificate, issued by an 

independent science-research organization, provides a certain measure of objectivity to the beneficial 

effects of the healer's practice. 

Testing methods: 
 The method of monitoring several physiological parameters (heart rate – ECG, muscle activity 

– EMG, brain activity - EEG, temperature, skin conductivity, breathing pattern) allows us to monitor 

the physiological changes in the organism during the tests. This way we can directly and readily see 

the responses of a human body to your healing practice. 

 Photographs obtained using the GDV (Kirlian) camera (electrophotography) enable us to 

measure and analyse the biofield (energy levels) in people. The method is based on the plasma 

discharge on the fingers of the tested subject, which show various parameters of the human biofield, 

for various organs and organ systems. The research includes 10 – 15 volunteers as test subjects 

and we test them to confirm the effects of your healing practise using a double blind test. We can 

evaluate the effectiveness of your practice with the assistance of an extensive and detailed 



computer analysis of the photos and a statistical analysis of the collected data, both from a quality 

and quantity aspect. The latter means that our report includes the most important effects on various 

organs and organ systems with the people you heal. 

The certificate itself is a proof of quality of your healing energy. We issue the certificate as a highly 

designed document, which also enables you to use our logo Quality Energy Influence on your leaflets, 

calling cards etc. The certificate also denotes the year it was issued. With the certificate you will also 

receive the report, which contains a statistical analysis whenever possible with a description and a 

synthesis of the results. 
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Brainwaves, Brainwave frequencies 

and Brainwave patterns 

What are brainwaves? And how you may influence it using brainwave music? To explain this, 

we have to cast a more detailed glance on the function of our brain. 

   

The human brain contents of four parts: cerebrum, cerebellum, diencephalon and brainstem. 

Scientists further divide every part of the brain. Nevertheless, for understanding the mode of 

operation of brainwave music this rough description is sufficient. Cerebrum and cerebellum are 

separated into two halves, the so-called hemispheres. Both hemispheres of the cerebrum are 

connected with each other by the corpus callosum, a very thick nerve fibre. The hemispheres of 



the cerebrum are responsible for certain tasks regarding body functions and mental action. The 

left hemisphere mainly supports our rational life, the right one is responsible for our intuition, 

emotions and creativity. Our brain contains of a great number of linked neurons, which 

communicate with each other by electrics impulses. These impulses create electric oscillations 

within the brain, the brainwaves. You can measure brainwaves of different frequencies in the 

human brain at the same time, due to the fact that the brain has to coordinate several tasks in 

parallel. Nevertheless, waves of one frequency band normally dominate according to the 

respective action one takes or the state of consciousness of the individual. These waves are 

measured with an Electroencephalograph (EEG). 

Within its lifetime the human brain produces brainwaves at any time. Every thought and move, 

may it be performed consciously or non-consciously, creates brainwaves. Therefore, brainwaves 

can be influenced and stimulated intentionally by acoustic or visual stimulus. 

Depending on the state of consciousness brainwaves are classified mainly in Beta, Alpha, Theta, 

Delta and Gamma frequency bands. The several bands are scaled in different Hertz-units (Hz) by 

the EEG. One Hertz corresponds to one wave per second. 

Limits of waves, which a human ear may notice, as well as limits of the respective frequency 

bands are defined differently according to various sources. For the following explanations the 

limits given at Wikipedia have been used. 

Beta-frequencies 

Brainwaves, which are created by stimulus outside the body at the conscious phase of an 

individual, are called Beta-frequencies. They cover waves between 12 to 38 Hz. Humans are 

fully awoke and active. The more concentrated a human works the higher the beta-frequency 

rises. Brainwaves of someone working without stress cover the frequency band between 12 to 15 

Hz, humans being stressed produce brainwaves at 21 to 38 Hz. 

Alpha-frequencies 

Brainwaves coming up during the transition period of sleep or slight relaxation are scaled 

somewhat lower. Alpha-frequencies cover waves from 8 to 12 Hz. The individual is just ready to 

get up or relaxes without getting asleep. At this phase the soul is open and ready to accept 

stimuli, which may influence its brainwaves and which may reach its subconsciousness. 

Theta-frequencies 

Theta-frequencies are measurable during deep relaxation and light sleep with active 

subconsciousness. Its measuring rate covers 3 to 8 Hz. A human being getting asleep produces 

waves at the lower point of the measuring scale, the upper limit of the scale is reached at deep 



relaxation periods. Theta-frequencies are considered as most qualified to mentally train human 

brainwaves. 

Delta-frequencies 

The slow-wave sleep can be measured as Delta-frequency. Delta-frequencies cover waves 

between 0,2 to 3 Hz. During this quite unconscious phase human brainwaves are nearly 

inaccessible. 

Gamma-frequencies 

Gamma-waves cover frequencies over 30 Hz. They can be measure during phases of extremely 

high concentration or intensive learning periods. Gamma-frequencies are invisible at EEG papers 

to the unaided eye. 

Depending on the frequency of brainwave music you can promote or influence relaxation, 

learning abilities, concentration or various emotions or feelings. The best phases to influence a 

person are Alpha- and Theta-frequencies, which cover transition periods. Someone creating 

brainwaves at these levels is in some way caught in the middle of two worlds: the outerworld and 

his interior. During transition phases humans are able at their best to link the subconscious with 

stimulus of the outerworld. This is the point brainwave music starts: with its special techniques it 

can train and influence brainwaves. 
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If the doors of perception were cleansed, 

everything would 

appear to man as it is, infinite. -- William Blake 
 

 

Abstract 
Altered states of consciousness exhibit subtle EEG changes that must be observed with 

carefully chosen methodology and signal processing procedures. Generalized psycho-

physiological model of the Self is introduced to point out the possible sources of nervous 

system excitation that are particularly important in altered states of consciousness. The 

proposed methodology is based on combination of static (artifact-free EEG) and dynamic 

http://www.eng.uah.edu/~jovanov/
mailto:jovanov@ieee.org


analysis to characterize underlying neurophysiological states. We developed open software 

environment STATE (Spatio-Temporal EEG Alteration Tracing Environment) to support this 

methodology and provide support for signal processing functions and efficient visualization 

procedures. Proposed methodology and software environment are used for analysis of brain 

activities during altered state of consciousness related to the healing process. We present 

here obtained results and new parameters in quantitative EEG analysis that can be 

efficiently used to characterize state of consciousness.  

Introduction 
At the end of 20th century, contemporary science considers itself capable to cope with the 

ultimate secret of the Nature - consciousness. Philosophers, psychologists, 

neurophysiologysts, physicist, engineers and other scientists investigate the problem from 

their own point of view, like shadows on their wall of Plato’s cave, but the answer must be 

one and unique, as the consciousness itself. How can we use EEG, as a crude measure of 

temporal activity of 1010 neurons, to study such a subtle phenomenon? To paraphrase 

gestalt psychologist Kurt Goldstein, if consciousness appears on points of contact between 

organism and environment, then EEG and MEG might be the tools of choice. 

Relation between EEG and gross neurophysiological changes in states of consciousness 

(alertness vs. sleep, sleep phases, coma, epileptic seizures, etc.) is well established and 

analyzed [1-4]. The situation is somewhat vague for subtle changes, but we believe that 

every subtle change generates evident physical equivalent (and vice versa). Altered states 
of consciousness as extreme cases are indispensable in studying nature of consciousness. 

Successful neural network models of parts of neural system inspired so called 

“connectionists” approach that led to the conclusion that consciousness is “in fact no more 

than behavior of a vast assembly of nerve cells and their associated molecules” [5]. 

However, the largest problem with this approach is still explanation how brain integrates 

fragments of information derived from highly specialized set of neurons to create unity of 

perception and thought. This problem is called binding problem. The above approach can 

hardly explain how can we perceive gestalts from a large amount of sensory information 
almost instantly. 

The second approach is based on neural fields. In this model, the electromagnetic field of 

brain activity binds together particular parts of information [6-10]. Brain wave patterns 

therefore represent internal language of the brain and create local resonance (see Adey, 

John, Basar, and Leinfellner in [4]). Strong support for this approach is derived from the 

theory of coupled oscillators and spontaneous synchronization of biological systems [11]. 

Deterministic chaos is frequently used in explaining brain dynamics through the last decade. 

Moreover, chaotic systems are capable of producing novel activity patterns. That feature 

may influence brain’s creativity and trial-and-error problem solving. 

We believe that certain pattern(s) of EM field activity represent basis from which different 

states of consciousness arise. Our hypothesis is that those patterns, although subtle, could 

be detected in brain electrical activity. In this paper, we present framework of analysis that 
could be used to characterize subtle EEG changes. 



Generic model 
Although it was not perfectly clear what consciousness is, we will try to use engineering 

approach to the problem using “black box” model of the Self as a conscious entity. Figure 1 

depicts generalized psycho-physiological model of the Self. It consists of three major blocks: 

 Perception is input block, processing sensory inputs (vision, sound, touch, ...). 

 Action generates different outputs (thoughts, emotions, physical actions, ...) 

 Conscious processing block interacts with both blocks and influences their activity 

according to the genetic heritage and the history of processing (sequence of inputs 

and action feedback representing experience). Some of its functions are simple 

connections between neurons (reflexes for example), and some emerge as complex 
interactions. 

In spite of the fact that model of such simplicity must have high complexity elements (in 

this case conscious processing block), it can point out very important aspects of system 
functionality. 

  

 

Figure 1: Generalized psycho-physiological model of the Self 

Extreme states of consciousness are mostly related to the modified functionality 

of Perception block. Its output is changed by overloading senses, sensory deprivation or by 

changing its functionality (drug admission for example) [12]. Having in mind that during 

these states Actionblock exhibits rather altered output than its cessation, we can draw a 

conclusion that our model must have either internal generator or set of inputs that is not 

dependent on senses. We will introduce both possibilities in our model: 

1. Internal signal generators within the Conscious processing block, represented as a 

white circle. 

2. Extrasensory inputs as a means of communication with environment. They are 

represented as a set of separated inputs coming to the shaded part 
of Perception block. 

Internal signal generators are set of physiological control loops within the organism, such as 

heart or breath control loop. Their fields influence significantly course of conscious 

processing, but their function is also influenced by the overall conscious state. The breath 



control loop is exceptionally important as it can be easily consciously controlled. It was 

shown that a mixture of combined yogic practices of breathing and relaxation (Santhi Kriya) 

increased alpha activity both in occipital and pre-frontal areas of the brain denoting an 
increase of calmness [13]. 

Extrasensory inputs may help in explaining most of psychic phenomena [14]. If 

electromagnetic (EM) field plays crucial role in explaining higher functions of conscious 

processing, then inter-personal influence of particular EM field must be taken into account. 

One can argue that the intensity of such field is negligible to induce any action. However, 

we should have in mind that basic processes within the brain are based on resonance [10], 

and that even slow intensity field may “provoke” resonant patterns of activity [15]. 
Framework for this analysis is given through the theoretical model of Dejan Rakovi. [16-19]. 

Throughout our research we are looking for the scientific evidence of both generators in our 

model, and characterization of their influence on consciousness. We believe that answers to 
these questions may offer clues for understanding very nature of consciousness. 

3. EEG changes during altered state of consciousness 
According to the generic model and framework of our investigation we will pay our attention 

particularly on conscious change of state of consciousness and inter-personal interactions. 

The most prominent examples of the first kind are meditation, relaxation, and similar 

techniques, and the healing process presents the most significant example of the second 

kind. We investigated inter-personal interactions through the healing process, as a 

particularly intense conscious effort to establish inter-personal communication and help the 

patient [20-21]. 

Most of research associated with the changes in brain electrical activity (BEA) in altered 

state of consciousness are related to meditation [22-29]. The most important features of 

EEG changes related to meditation are: 

a. Establishing alpha activity in spite of open eyes (Hirai [22]) 

b. Increased amplitude of alpha activity (Hirai [22], Banquet [23,24], Wallace [25]) 

c. Slower frequency of alpha rhythm (Hirai [22], Banquet [23,24], Wallace [25] 

d. Rhythmical theta waves (Hirai [22], Banquet [23,24], Wallace [25] 

e. Increased synchronization (hypersynchronization - Banquet [23,24]) 

f. Dissociation of perception from the external sense organs (Hirai [22], Ray [27]) 

g. Transcendent signal (Ray [27,28]) 
h. Occasional fast wave activity (Banquet [24], Das and Gastaut [25], and Ray [27]) 

  

The first four changes are reported during the study of EEG changes related to Zen 

meditation [22]. Kasamatsu and Hirai ranked the changes in this order and find out that the 

changes directly depend on mental state and experience in meditation. During zazen (Zen 

meditation) alpha was slowing to 7-8 Hz, and rhythmical theta waves at six to seven cycles 

per second appeared in the last phase (attained only by skilled monks with long meditation 

experience). 

In addition to the standard frequency bands, Ray has found so called “focused arousal” 

frequency component at 38Hz. This frequency component was found during 



the Dharana stage of Rajayoga [26]. Ray supposed that it could represent possible 

functional component in the process of attention (Dharana means holding the mind at a 

certain point). 

Changed perception during meditation is frequently reported. Subjects usually define it as a 

relaxed awareness with stable reception. We defined this state as dissociation of perception 

from the external sense organs. Quantitative investigation of this phenomenon is performed 
by Hirai, and alpha block dehabituation was found [22]. 

Particularly hard problem is analysis of transcendent signal. Ray defined it as a signal that is 

not bound to the time frame by any law of time domain [26]. He investigated transcendent 

signal in relation to the highly amused states of a child as well as state of deep aesthetic 

appreciation [27]. However, the transcendency is likely to be correlated with the clock of 

the organic system. These states are characterized by large number of impulses (spikes), 

and increased low frequency waves (theta and specially delta waves). 

Fast wave activity was occasionally reported [24,25,27]. Banquet identified synchronous 

beta waves from all brain regions of almost constant frequency and amplitude [24]. That 

activity was found at four advanced meditants during the subjectively reported deepest 

meditation. Das and Gastaut performed electroencephalographic examination of seven yogis 

and observed that as the meditation progressed the alpha waves gave way to fast-wave 

activity at the rate of 40-45Hz, and that these waves subsided with a return of the slow 

alpha and theta waves [25]. Ray has found unusually large activity in the frequency range 

16-18Hz, during highly amused states as well as state of deep aesthetic appreciation [27]. 

To the best of our knowledge EEG changes related to the healing process are rarely 

investigated. Zhang reported the EEG alpha activity during the Qi Gong state that occurred 

predominantly in the anterior regions. The peak frequency of EEG alpha rhythm was slower 

than the resting state, and the change of EEG during Qi Gong between anterior and 

posterior half had negative correlation. It can be seen that reported changes are very 
similar to the previously described changes during the meditation. 

Proposed Methodology 
We propose a methodology of characterizing certain neurophysiological states by tracing 

characteristic spatio-temporal patterns of EEG activities, as depicted in Figure 2 . 

 



 

Figure 2: Block diagram of adopted methodology 

 

 

The analysis is divided in two parts: static and dynamic. 

Static analysis uses artifact-free EEG to characterize long-term (average) 

activity. However, by removing signal sections with artifacts we lose temporal 
information as well. 

Dynamic analysis is performed on original signal to trace temporal patterns 
of activities as well as short-term changes in brain activities. 

The analysis starts by expert’s off-line manual artifact removing. In spite of some promising 

results in automatic artifact removal, manual removing using expert's knowledge is still 

preferred method in analysis. Then, topographic maps of artifact-free signal are built to 

indicate channels that have dominant activity in certain frequency bands (delta, theta, 

alpha, beta, etc.). The most interesting EEG channels are used for further signal processing 

procedures (spectral, coherence, wavelet, chaos and other analyses). 

Then, on selected channels we perform dynamic analysis by constructing graphs with 

temporal dependencies of selected parameters (spectrogram, dominant band frequency, 
animation of topographic maps, coherence, ...). 

On the other hand, dynamic analysis can indicate time intervals with significant changes of 

basic parameters (mean frequency, intensity, etc.), which are then subjected to additional 

static analysis. 



According to our experience this interaction between static and dynamic analysis yields the 
best characterization of underlying neurophysiological changes. 

In addition, interdependence analysis provides subtle information on simultaneous changes 
in brain electrical activity recorded from two subjects in the interactive state of mind. 

Although the frequency domain analysis represents indispensable signal analysis procedure, 

we have found very useful time-domain analysis on different frequency band limited signals. 
It emphasizes both short-time signal changes, as well as statistical properties of the signal. 

Certain frequency bands may indicate activity on different hierarchical levels, as depicted in 

Table 1. Source of activity in gamma, beta and alpha frequency band is thoroughly 

investigated, and we introduce hypothetical framework of analysis for the activity in theta, 

delta and sub-delta bands. Our hypothesis follows direction of the higher three bands 

that lower frequency represents higher level of integration, i.e. information binding. 

Therefore, activation in certain frequency band may indicate activity on the equivalent 

consciousness level. The proposed scheme may correspond with Jung’s structure “ego-
consciousness-individual unconsciousness-collective unconsciousness”. 

  

Table 1: Possible sources of activity in certain EEG frequency bands 

Frequency band Activity 

Gamma ( g) Individual neurons 

Beta ( ) Specialized regions 

Alpha ( ) Physical consciousness 

Theta (  ) Mental consciousness 

Delta (  ) Higher level of consciousness 

sub - Delta Collective consciousness 

Basic characteristics of the environment 

In spite of extensive support for standard EEG signal processing, existing software 

packages do not provide enough flexibility for studying subtle EEG changes. 

Therefore, we decided to develop our own open software environment for at least 

two reasons: a) total control of procedure parameters, and b) the possibility to 

develop original and improve existing signal processing algorithms. 

Our open software environment is called STATE (Spatio-Temporal 

EEG Alteration Tracing Environment) [30-31]. Although it was primary designed to 



provide support for signal processing functions, the great deal of efforts was spent to 

make efficient visualization procedures and methods. The realized software 

environment was developed to support proposed methodology of tracing subtle EEG 

changes. 

The STATE software package is an interactive open environment, developed under 

Windows 3.11. Most procedures are executed using MATLAB 4.0 [33], and some 

procedures are developed in C language and integrated in the environment. 

Procedures provide the following support (for more details see [30-32]): 

 Spectral and correlation analysis of EEG (with optional removing of artifacts). 
For epoch length and introduced considerations see [34,35] 

 Spectrogram analysis 
 Cepstrum analysis 
 Topographic mapping (for details see [35]) of various parameters such as: 

o absolute and relative power in frequency bands 
o power ratios between bands 
o z score values 
o coherence 

 Monitoring of temporal changes of relevant spatial characteristics (cross-
correlation values, animation of topographic maps, instantaneous envelope 
and frequency, amplitude and frequency modulation index, ...) 

 Wavelet analysis (decomposition on the wavelet orthonormal basis using 
different types of filters) 

 Chaos analysis (the correlation dimension of strange attractors) 

  

Time domain analysis makes use of different signal processing techniques for the 

extraction of instantaneous envelope and phase of EEG signal [37]. The instantaneous 

envelope is proportional to the instantaneous root mean square value of the signal, and 

therefore the energy of a certain frequency band could be traced in time. 

The EEG signal could be analysed as both amplitude and frequency modulated [37]. 

This type of analysis was used to quantify alpha modulation in relation to cerebral 

blood flow [38], but we have found it very useful to quantify EEG changes in both 

subjects during the healing session. 

The most important signal parameters for characterizing altered states of 

consciousness in time-domain analysis are: 



 Histogram of temporal channel activation (based on current envelope value) 
 Signal envelope periodicity 
 Instantaneous frequency of certain frequency band 
 Band power peak to peak interval [39] 
 Amplitude modulation index 
 Frequency modulation index 

Experimental set-up 

We performed recordings in electromagnetically shielded room (Faraday cage) on 18 

channel EEG machine MEDELEC 1A97, and obtained 16 channel EEG with common 

(average) reference. Electrode positions were adopted according to International 10-

20 System: F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, T6, Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2. We used 

Ag/AgCl electrodes, with impedance less than 5K . Bandpass filter was set to 0.5-

30Hz, and power supply notch filter was not used. For AD conversion we used PC AT 

with ADC board Data Translation 2801 (16 channel) with the sampling frequency of 

128Hz. Software for standard topographic (off-line) EEG analysis was RHYTHM V.8.0 

from Stellate Systems Inc., Quebec, Canada. For spectral analysis we used 20-

seconds segments of EEG data with optional off-line manual artifact removal. 

EEG was recorded separately from two adult human subjects (healer and patient-

healee), before, during and after the healing session for 120 seconds in each period. 

Patient was in relaxed state with eyes closed. Healer kept eyes closed and had no 

activity apart from mental effort. Subjects had no physical contact. 

During the healing session healer had stable basic physiological parameters: heartbeat 

rate (72 beats per minute), breath (4 per minute) and almost ceased eye movements. 

Results of analysis 

The analysis on brain electrical activity changes led to the following conclusions: 

a. Healer's brain electrical activity showed shift in power spectrum toward slow 
frequencies (most pronounced in delta and theta range as illustrated in Fig. 3) 
during the session, compared to periods pre and after it. Spatial distribution of 
changes was dominant over frontal and anterior temporal regions, and 
symmetrical. This change is not usual correlate (in absence of drowsiness) of 
intense mental effort [3]. 



 

Figure 3: Topographic maps of 20 seconds of artifact-free healers EEG in theta 

frequency band before (left) and during the healing session (right). 

 

 

b. Decrease of alpha activity, and increase of maximum alpha frequency during 
and immediately after the healing session (see Figures 4 and 5). Both 
characteristics differ significantly from the meditation-based state of 
consciousness [22-25]. 

  

 

Figure 4: Spectral power of healer’s channel F3 before and during the healing 

session (dashed line); Artifact free sections; Session time (80-100s) 

 



 

Figure 5: Spectral power of healer’s channel F3 before and immediately after 

the healing session (dashed line); Artifact free sections; 

 

 

c. Reduced number of discrete frequency components, representing stabilization 
of electrical activity in frequency domain. 

c. Coherence of BEA from homologue left and right regions (8 pairs of 
electrodes), as a measure of functional coupling, showed profound changes in 
its pattern. Coherence of prefrontal and frontolateral region’s BEA [3] (F7/F8, 
Fp1/Fp2) was significantly increased in delta and theta range during the 
session, and return to pre-session values only in F7/F8 channels. Frontal 
parasagital region (F3/F4) conversely showed the coherence increases only 
after the session and only in theta range. These patterns of cortical functional 
organization that occurred during defined time intervals clearly differ from 
one another, indicating characteristic brain regional activation/deactivation 
during specific tasks. 

d. The pattern of spatial activity found on healer’s EEG was similarly induced in 
patient’s EEG during the session. 

e. Subject’s (healee) report on behavioral changes during the session indicated 
that there were rhythmical changes in his jaw muscle tone, with approximate 
frequency bellow 1Hz. EEG changes that could correspond to this 
phenomenon cannot be analyzed by conventional methods, but our envelope 



analysis of some frequency bands indicates possible confirmations for such 
changes. We suggest further exploration of these low-frequency phenomena. 

f. Significant stabilization of instant frequency in lower frequency bands, as 
depicted in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Instantaneous frequency of bandpassed filtered delta (1.5-2Hz) 

before, during and after the healing session;Artifact free sections; Session time 

(80-100s); Channel F3. 

 

 

g. Stabilization of energy fluctuation at lower frequencies, according to envelope 
changes (see Figure 7). Temporal envelope changes during the healing session 
and after it are shown. Increase of mean power in delta band should be 
observed. 



 

Figure 7: Envelope of bandpassed filtered delta (1.5-2Hz) before, during and 

after the healing session;Artifact free sections; Session time (80-100s); Channel 

F3. 

 

 

h. Occasional patterns of synchronous change in signal modulation as presented 
in Figure 8. 

i. Stable modulation of delta frequency band with approximately five seconds 
period. 

 



 

Figure 8: Synchronous spatial change of band passed filtered delta envelope (1.5-

2Hz) during the healing session; Channels F3 and T4; Artifact free sections; Session 

time (80-100s). 

Conclusion 

Studying states of consciousness require carefully chosen methodology and subtle 

processing and visualization procedures. Robust long term analysis inherently omits 

short-period analysis in brain activity. Moreover, care should be taken to avoid 

disclosing significant changes as artifacts. Therefore we suggest carefully chosen 

methodology as a combination of static and dynamic analysis, and “marking” instead 

of disclosing artifact-like changes. The proposed methodology and developed 

software environment (STATE) were used to analyze neuropsychological changes 

during healing session. 

We have found that EEG changes during healing session provide significant base for 

the analysis of altered state of consciousness, as well as non-sensory interactions. 

Naturally, it is not easy to find right subjects for the experiments, but we have found 

few subjects that exhibit statistically significant changes. 

The analysis emphasized significance of tracing spatio-temporal EEG changes, and 

particularly temporal tracing of signal modulation parameters. It was shown that this 

approach point out some very low frequency changes (bellow 1 Hz), that would be 

otherwise missed using standard computerized EEG analysis. 



Further investigation will be directed toward selecting the most significant statistical 

parameters within the larger set of experiments, and precise quantification of 

interdependence correlates. 
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Abstract 

Healers claim that they can relieve, and often heal, injury and illness against the odds of medical 

prognosis. Skeptics say that such claims can be accounted for by possible misdiagnosis, uncritical 

reportage, placebo response, and coincident natural improvement. Their a priori objection is that 

subjective intention in one person cannot, of itself, affect the physiology and/or mental processes of 

another person. This a priori objection becomes invalid if experimental evidence, using simultaneous 

electroencephalographic recordings from two or more brains, has demonstrated that direct brain-to-brain 

communication can occur. Evidence that something very unusual is occurring during the healing 

transaction comes from recordings of anomalous electrical and magnetic fields generated by healers 

when they are in the intention-to-heal mindset. 

 

PMID:10784275 

Healing Research Introduction 
Kalehua Featheran was tested over a period of five months. This was the period of time when many of his skills 

and abilities advanced at a rapid rate. In addition, people that he assisted in healing, both in person and 

remotely, were tested. This case study approach provides a window of insight into his skills and abilities.  The 

primary testing included E.E.G. brain maps of Kalehua as his skills and abilities developed over a one month 

time period.  The effects of his healing skills and abilities were tested during a live healing session in Hawaii and 

during the healing session of two people experiencing remote healing via telephone. All three people reported 

reduced pain and enhanced well being following the sessions. Lastly, golf putting performance and brain activity 

were measured in a male, tour professional while Kalehua increased the energy in the hole so the golfer could 

connect to the target. 

Brain Maps 

Brain maps illustrate the amount of activity in each area of the brain. More activity is represented by brighter 

colors, such as red, and reduced activity is represented by blues and greens. The patterns of interest are the 

amount of activity and the balance of activity across the different areas of the brain, between the two 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10784275
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=Charman%20RA%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=10784275
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10784275


hemispheres of the brain and among the four frequency bands of theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (13-20 

Hz), and beta2 (21-30 Hz) in the brain. I define balance as the similarity between the same area of the brain in 

the right and left hemispheres (i.e., front right and front left). Synchrony is defined as the similarity between 

theta and alpha and between beta and beta2 (i.e., the top two maps and the bottom two maps.) Harmony is the 

similarity across all four frequency bands, for both hemispheres at all locations in the brain. Results for Kalehua

 

 

Appendix A shows a series of brain maps for Kalehua from December, 2001 to January, 2002. Kalehua was 

tested both at rest and during performance (healing and moving an object). The maps indicate a clear increase 

in baseline activity in the brain and increased harmony among the ten electrodes placed on both hemispheres 

of the brain from December to January. Assessments in January showed that healing created a synchronous 

state in Kalehua while moving an object produced the most harmonic state. 

 

 



Results for Healing 

 

The healing abilities of Kalehua were measured while assisting a lady who suffered from back pain. Appendix B 

shows incremental increases in activity in the lady being healed. From baseline (low activity that is harmonious), 

activity increased during healing from Kalehua (increased activity), to healing with tones and finally to healing 

with music. Kalehua's healing with music typically shows the greatest energy results in the brain maps. 

Kalehua's general healing is more harmonious than the specific healings and the remote healing was from 

another room. Remote healing is also quite harmonious with slightly less activity than during general healing. 

 



Results for Remote Healing 

 

Appendix C shows the effects of remote healing (i.e., Hawaii to Arizona via phone) on a gentleman with 

lymphatic drainage problems in both legs. Activity in the brain increased with specific healing and general 

healing. Specific healing by Kalehua appeared to differentially increase activity across the brain while general 

healing by Kalehua created the most harmonic state in the brain. The man reported reduced pain following the 

session. The primary increases were in the measures of beta and beta2 activity (the lower two maps in each 

condition.) 

 

 



Results for Increasing Energy 

 

A professional golfer from Hawaii was putting 12 ft putts under varying conditions. Appendix D 

shows the baseline E.E.G. of the golfer with normal energy in the hole. The right side brain map 

shows the golfers E.E.G. when Kalehua increased the energy in the cup by 50%. His activity went up 

and became synchronized. When Kalehua increased the energy in the cup by 100%, the energy in the 

golfer went up again and the brain maps became more harmonic. Focusing on the cup during putting 

is very important for successful performance and Kalehua's increased energy in the cup facilitated 

the golfers E.E.G. patterns and performance. 

Summary 
Results suggest that the brain activity of the individuals tested obtain greater energy during the 

sessions and greater harmony following the energy sessions. Kalehua's music also tends to augment 

these effects. Individuals report improved health, well-being, and performance. The effects of the 

healing energy appear to be long lasting with a supportive environment. Continued research is 

planned with other experts in the field (i.e.. Dr. Gary Schwartz, University of Arizona) to validate and 

explain the music and energy gifts of Kalehua Featheran. 

 



 



 

 

Mind Mirror Research with 

Well-known Healers 
 

 

The Awakened Mind by Maxwell Cade and Nona Coxhead (available on Amazon) 

Summary of chapter 8 on ‘Mind Mirror Research with 

Well-known Healers’ 

Introduction. Maxwell Cade was a physicist who studied 

psychology and medicine pre WW2. He joined the RAF as a 

navigator and developed improved radio navigation 

techniques. After the war he published research papers on 

infra red physics and became a scientific consultant, both 

here and in the USA.. Through his upbringing he had a 

profound knowledge of Eastern philosophy and was an 

experienced meditator. His aim was to provide a scientific 

basis for the study and practice of higher states of 



consciousness by correlating brainwave patterns and polygraph (lie detector) readings with subjective 

mental states. To this end he opened the Franklin School, in Hampstead (1970-1985) with his wife, 

Isobel, eventually attended by some 3,000 students, including swamis, yogis, zen masters, mediums, 

healers and clairvoyants. An electroencephalic (EEG) unit, called the Mind Mirror, was developed that 

showed the profile of brain wave frequencies from both sides of the brain from high to low frequencies 

(30-1Hz), as sideways bars of differing lengths according to the amplitude of each frequency looking, 

as in the picture (The illustration shows frequency profile typical of a healer in the intention to heal 

mindset with maximum amplitude around 7.8Hz (1Hz = 1 cycle per second). These frequencies have 

been divided, functionally, into four frequency bands having a rough correlation with subjective states 

as follows: 

 

Beta (13-30/40Hz), associated with normal waking brain activity. 

Alpha (8-13Hz), associated with passive, meditative mental activity. 

Theta (4-8Hz), associated with a dreamy state of mind. 

Delta (1-4Hz), deep sleep. 

 

For example, a person in a steady state of meditation held a steady brainwave profile with wide 

amplitude bars (row of light emitting diodes (LEDs)) at around Alpha/theta 9 Hz, as did the healing 

mindset into Theta at a slightly lower frequency around 7.8 Hz. These profiles might vary up and down 

the frequency range according to the healer, but remained recognizably consistent. As a result of his 

research Max had classified a ladder of consciousness into a hierarchy from ‘0’ as initial relaxation to 

‘8’ when in a state of deep meditation into universal awareness. Meditation was the fifth state, defined 

as a ‘Very lucid state of consciousness. Deeply satisfying. Intense alertness, calmness and 

detachment, and this included the intention-to-heal mindset. The school closed soon after Maxwell’s 

untimely death in 1984 from an acute asthma attack, and this era of exciting research, including 

healing, came to an abrupt end. Unfortunately, Max never published any research papers on healing 

so his findings never gained any academic recognition, but chapter 8 of his book is devoted to the 

subject and this is a summary of his findings. Some of the well known healers of the time who became 

involved in this research over several years were Major Bruce MacManaway (Healing: The Energy That 

Can Restore Health with Johanna Turkan, 1983. Excellent book, still on Amazon, highly 

recommended), Edgar Chase, retired physicist, and his wife, Hilda, Mrs Rose Gladden, and Addie 

Raeburn (wife of the Keeper of the Tower of London at the time no less!).  

 

Ch 8. When watching simultaneous recordings of Mrs Raeburn’s EEG profiles and her clients’ profiles, 

the frequencies of her two brain hemispheres, initially quite different in outline, slowed down and were 

seen to come slowly into frequency accord over some 4-5 minutes as she entered the healing mindset 

with a similar profile on both sides. Within a short time the healee’s profile, initially completely 

different, developed a similar pattern that stayed constant throughout the healing session. Afterwards 

they diverged back to normal with widely different patterns. It was found that this entrainment was 

more effective if her hands were laid on the head rather than over the site of injury. For example, 

when healing a patient over several weeks who had suffered severe leg injuries with resulting pain 

and stiffness, he still had very poor balance on that leg and could not ride his bike. When watching the 

Mind Mirror Cade noticed that no change of EEG pattern occurred while her hands were on his leg, but 

when Max suggested that she moved to his head and stayed there, his EEG profile came into line over 

some 25 minutes with a sense of healing, and within 3 days he could balance on the leg and ride his 

bike. This observation was followed up and it was found that, with hands-on healing, healing was 

more successful, and the healee’s EEG came into closer entrainment, when the healer’s hands were 

placed on the head than elsewhere. 

 

It was also found that, except for the most exceptional healers, many healer’s EEG patterns and 

apparent healing effectiveness was reduced if their minds wandered, or if they indulged in general 

chat with the healee, whose own EEG pattern also tended to break up. In a very interesting 

experiment with Major MacManaway with the patient attached to the Mind Mirror, they found that with 

up to seven healers present, as each healer went behind the patient and joined the team the healee’s 

EEG pattern became incrementally increased, interpreted as an increase in healing power from the 

linked healers. 

 



Distant healing entrainment. In an experiment to see if a patient’s EEG profile could be affected by 

distant healing Edgar Chase went into one room with Geoffrey Blundell, the electronics expert who had 

designed and built the Mind Mirror, and was duly connected up. The patient, also connected to the 

Mind Mirror, remained in the consulting with Mrs Chase who pretended to be getting ready to do the 

healing but would not be the healer. Max and Isobel stayed in the consulting room watching the 

patient’s Mind Mirror patterns. Unknown to the patient, an arrangement had been made that when a 

clock struck the hour Edgar would commence healing. On the stroke Edgar’s EEG came into the 

healing profile and the patient’s EEG was observed to come into a closely similar profile some 15 

seconds later, remaining steady throughout the next 10 minutes of healing. 

 

A striking example of healer to healee EEG entrainment by distant healing occurred during the Wrekin 

Trust 1978 Sixth Annual Health and Healing Conference, held at Loughborough University with an 

audience of 400 doctors, psychologists, scientists, healers and other professionals watching on closed 

circuit television. On the stage Mrs Rose Gladden, as the healer, was connected to a Mind Mirror. Nora 

Forbes, wife of a doctor present, volunteered to be the patient and, rather apprehensively, was also 

connected to a Mind Mirror. The entire audience were able to watch Mrs Gladden’s EEG profile change 

from everyday randomness to follow her through deepening levels of meditation into the profile of the 

healing mindset. Within a few minutes she was producing very strong low frequency alpha waves and 

then, gradually, Mrs Forbe’s EEG took up the same pattern over 15 minutes and became completely 

attuned. As Max says ‘It was such a clear-cut and undeniable demonstration, in terms understandable 

and convincing to all, that the audience was stunned. People cried, one or two even sobbed.’. (I have 

met a healer who was there and she said the atmosphere was absolutely electric). Mrs Gladden 

explained what she had felt and experienced ‘I tuned into a large golden cloud and channelled this 

love through my heart and head to Nora’. She said that she sensed there was something wrong with 

Nora on her left side below her ribs. Mrs Forbes, who had initially felt somewhat panicked at facing the 

large audience, said that she had become deeply relaxed and refreshed during the healing. She also 

said that she did have a kidney problem. 

 

Healer Health. According to Cade the Mind Mirror profile showed very clearly that if a healer was 

physically unwell, even if it was ‘just a cold’, and/or mentally run down, their healing power 

diminished. A tired and stressed healer must take a break. For example, during a series of weekly 

studies with Mrs Raeburn they observed a gradual falling off in the strength of her EEG profile 

associated with a weakening of the pattern induced in the patient. She took a holiday, returned 

refreshed, and her healing power and patient’s response was back to normal. Cade observed this with 

several healers and the patients, unaware of the situation, corroborated this weakening of healing 

effect by saying that they didn’t seem to be getting so much out of the healing sessions. 

 

Finding potential healers. Cade decided to use the Mind Mirror as a tool to discover if those who 

attained the fifth state depth of meditation were also potential healers. Over several months he tested 

the 100 or so students who had been trained to enter fifth state consciousness by including the healer 

– healee relationship. Of these students he found 15 who were able to transfer the fifth state EEG 

profile to the healee with resulting harmonisation of the nervous system and reported benefits to 

health (This seems to imply that to become a healer requires something more). Cade comments that 

the production of an ability to heal is not the same thing as producing effective healers. Many people 

may possess such a potential ability but are ineffective through faulty technique, lack of necessary 

precautions, mind wandering, and slipshod organisation. He therefore initiated an Introductory Course 

for Healers, covering elementary anatomy and physiology with practical instruction in mental 

preparation and healing technique combined with EEG training feedback to culminate into an award of 

a Certificate of Healing Competence. The intention was to work with healing organisations and trainers 

(who, at the time, were very involved in this research) to raise the general standard of healing 

effectiveness and public recognition. Unfortunately, all came to nought after his death as no other 

organisation such as the NFSH took the work forwards.  

 

A very notable healer who attended the school was a certain Swami Prakashanand Saraswati. His EEG 

profile was one of a powerful healer and he was able to maintain this state during ordinary 

conversation with unwavering stability unmatched by any other healer. When he went round the 

students and put his hands on their head their Mind Mirror profile of consciousness immediately rose 



by 2 levels on Max’s attunement scale, and in one student this higher level lasted for 3 unforgettable 

days. 

 

Neat medical anecdote. During a conference a doctor approached Cade and asked to be attached to 

the Mind Mirror to see whether he had any healing ability. Cade says ‘We were unhappy to learn that 

his rhythms were those of an ordinary academic, mainly beta (I just love that ‘ordinary academic’!). 

Before they decided to break the bad news Cade asked him to imagine he had a patient in his office 

for whom he could do little by way of ordinary medicine. He then asked him to try and heal this 

patient by sheer compassion. Almost immediately, his brain patterns began to change and settle into 

the profile of a strong healer. 

 

Wider context. Studies in parapsychology, using the EEG to test for evidence of apparent telepathic 

communication between pairs of participants, have demonstrated such an effect, particularly when in 

close empathic rapport. A MRI study of 11 healers sending short periods of healing intention to close 

friends acting as healees while in the scanner, demonstrated activation of the healee’s brain, as shown 

by changes in blood flow, during healing periods that was absent during the non healing periods. In 

June and October, 2001, Ervin Laszlo, a philosopher/scientist polymath who has written many books 

on the interconnectedness of ourselves and the universe, attended seminars held at the Institute for 

Communication and Brain Research, Stuttgart. On each occasion a healer, Maria Sagi, induced her 

healer profile in the healee as shown on monitor screens with apparent improvement in symptoms 

(Ervin Laszlo, 2003, The Connectivity Hypothesis. In an appendix Maria describes these and other 

experiments) 

Healer Science - Research Highlights 

 



Science without religion is lame,  

religion without science is blind. 

Albert Einstein 

 In 1969, Dr. Robert Beck, a nuclear physicist, started a decade of research when 
he traveled the world measuring the brain waves of healers. He measured their 
electrical brain waves with an electroencephalograph (EEG). In the brain activity 
of healers he found that they all exhibit the same brain-wave pattern of 7.8-8 Hz 
during the times they are giving healings, no matter what their customs or how 
opposed to each other their customs were. Beck tested charismatic Christian faith 
healers, Hawaiian kahunas, practitioners of wicca, santeria, radesthesia, and 
radionics, as well as seers, ESP readers and psychics. Most of these healers entered 
an altered state of consciousness and produced nearly identical EEG signatures, 
which lasted from 1 to several seconds. 

Information source: James L.Oschman, Energy Medicine, The Scientific Basis  

 

 Beck then asked what drummer they were marching to. And indeed, why. He 
found the answer in the fluctuations of the earth's magnetic field. It fluctuates 
between 7.8-8 Hz. These fluctuations are called Schumann waves1. Upon further 
investigation, he found that during the healing moments, the healer's brain waves 
became both frequency- and phase-synchronized with the Schumann waves . That 
means the healer's brain waves pulse not only at the same frequency but also at the 
same time as the earth's Schumann waves. It could be assumed that healers are 
able to take energy from the magnetic field of the earth for the healing of patients. 
This process is called field coupling. 

 Dr. John Zimmermann, founder and president of the Bio-Electro-Magnetics 
Institute of Reno, Nevada has extensively studied the literature of many works on 
field coupling and correlated it with healers' experiences. It is clear that what 
healers call grounding into the earth is the action of linking up with the magnetic 
field of the earth, both in frequency and in phase. He has found that once healers 
have linked up with the Schumann waves, the right and left hemispheres of the 
brain become balanced with each other and show 7.8-8 Hz alpha rhythm. After 
they link with the patient for some time of laying on of hands healing, it has been 
shown that patients brains' waves also go into alpha and are phased-synchronized 



with the healers' as well as right-left balanced. The healer has, in effect linked the 
client with the earth's magnetic field pulses and has thereby tapped into a 
tremendous energy source for healing. 

Information source: Barbara Ann Brennan, Light Emerging 

 

 Laying -on-of-hands healing has been practiced throughout the world for 
thousands of years. In the late 1700s, Franz Mesmer theorized that a subtle life-
energy of a magnetic nature was exchanged between healer and patient during 
laying-on-of-hands. Mesmer also discovered that water could effectively store this 
subtle force for transfer to sick patients in need of healing. 

 In the 1960s, Dr Bernard Grad essentially replicated Mesmer's findings that 
healing energy from laying-on-of-hands could be transfered to water. Grad found 
that healers' were able to cause a slight but measurable decrease in surface tension. 
Grad, however went further to show that this subtle energy could actually 
stimulate the growth rate of plants, the rate of wound healing in mice, and the 
prevention of goiter development in susceptible animals. Grad's results with 
healers and accelerated wound healing were later replicated in another laboratory.  

 Dr. Robert Miller of Atlanta, Georgia, is a research chemist who has studied the 
biological effects of healers. Miller has been able to confirm Dr Grad's discovery 
of the healer's ability to disrupt hydrogen bonding in water. Miller also found a 
significant similarity between the energetic affects of magnetic fields and the field-
effects noted with psychic healers.  

 At the same time period that Grad's work became public , a number of studies 
were published which demonstrated the ability of high-intensity magnetic fields to 
accelerate enzyme kinetics. Among the researchers in this area was Dr. Justa 
Smith, now director of research at the Human Dimensions Institute at Rosary Hill 
College in New York and chairwoman of the Chemistry Department. Before Dr 
Smith investigated effects of the laying on of hands she had a scientific 
background of research into the effects of ultraviolet light and high magnetic 
fields on enzyme activity. She found that the healer4 was able to increase the enzyme reaction 
rate over time, and that the longer the healer held the test tube of enzymes, the more rapid the 
reaction rate. Similar effects on enzymes, had been noted with high intensity 
magnetic fields. The strength of the magnetic fields utilized were approximately 
13,000 gauss 26,000 times the intensity of the earth's magnetic field. The type of 



change in enzyme activity activity noted after exposure to healers was always in a 
direction of greater health of the cells, and thus of the organism. Whatever the 
enzyme used the healers always caused changes in activity which would result in a 
push to greater health and energy balance of the sick organism. This healing 
energy appeared to have an almost inate intelligence in the way it could 
therapeutically distinguish between test tubes of enzymes.The magnetic 
fields could only produce a nonspecific increase in the activity of enzymes. On the 
other hand, the energy fields of the healers could cause variable changes in 
different enzymes2. 

 Healer associated fields demonstrate similarities to magnetic fields, yet are almost 
undectable with conventional EM recording equipment. Dr smith was originally 
unable to detect any magnetic fields around healers' hands using sensitive 
gaussmeters. However, recent eperiments by John Zimmermann with highly 
sensitive SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) detectors 
which can measure infinitesimally weak magnetic fields. These devices have 
measured increased magnetic field emmission from the hands of psychic healers 
during healing in the order of hundreds of times stronger than normal body 
activity. Dr. Justa smith's research suggested that healers have the ability to 
selectively affect different enzyme systems in the direction toward greater 
organization and energy balance. By speeding up different enzymatic 
reactions2, healers assist the body to heal itself.  

 Dr. Dolores Krieger, now Professor of nursing at New York University, found 
confirmation of her hypothesis that healers induced bioenergetic changes in 
patients they treated. In her studies elevations in blood hemoglobin levels were 
found to reliably indicate true bioenergetic and physiologic changes induced by the 
application of healing energies. Because measurement of hemoglobin is easily 
accomplished in most clinical laboratory settings, Krieger had found a reliable 
biochemical yardstick by which she could analyze healing energy interactions.  

 In England, researcher Maxwell Cade has reported similar biorhythm entrainment 
between healers and patients. Utilizing a special device known as a Mind Mirror, a 
computerized EEG power spectra analyzer, Cade also discovered a unique 
complex brainwave pattern found only in advanced healers, that became 
prominent in the brainwaves of patients during the healing process. Cade 
measured these unique healing-induced brainwave synchrony patterns3 between 
patient and healer during times when the healer was both in direct contact as well 
as at a distance from the patient. This confirms that the higher dimensional nature 



of energies involved in healing as well as the energy resonance hypothesis of 
healing. Spiritual healers operate primarily at the negative space/time levels of 
people's higher dimensional components which feed, organize and support the 
molecular/cellular structures of the physical body. 

Information source: Richard Gerber, M.D., Vibrational Medicine 

 

  In a study conducted in Japan: Seto et al (1992) found that extraordinary large 
biomagnetic field emanates from the hands of practitioners of a variety of healing and 
martial arts techniques, including QiGong, yoga, meditation, Zen etc. The field strengths 
were a 1000 times stronger than the fields produced by the brain. As in Zimmerman's 
study the biomagnetic field pulsed with a variable frequency centered around 8-10 Hz. 
(The signal emitted by the practitioner is not steady or constant, it sweeps or 'scans' 
through a range of frequencies). 

Information source: James L.Oschman, Energy Medicine, The Scientific Basis  

 

 Therapeutic Touch (TT) is the most extensively researched complimentary 
healing modality to date. Therapeutic Touch as a healing therapy has found the 
most acceptance in the medical field. It is a nursing modality, developed by Dr. 
Deloris Kreiger and Dora Kunz in 1975. Because it is a nursing technique, 
developed by nurses for nurses, and because it is non-invasive, thereby not 
needing the permission or consultation of attending physicians, it has become the 
most widely used energy treatment in the world. TT is part of standard training 
and medical care in England, and most parts of Europe. Krieger through her 
pioneering efforts has influenced the path of nurse healing on thousands of 
hospitals throughout the world. 

An interesting application of this awareness can be found at Columbia University 
in New York. Dr. Menoit Oz allows Therapeutic Touch practitioners to be 
present in heart transplants, in the OR, and before hand with patients. They 
address the donor heart as if it had its own specific level of consciousness, 
preparing it for it's new home, and they found in such cased the risk of rejection is 



significantly reduced, as is the need for immunosuppressant drugs. 

For more information on medical studies and Therapeutic Touch, access these 
online databases and input as your search criteria "Therapeutic Touch". 
BioMedNet (http://research.bmn.com) will give you access to multiple databases. 
A search on MedLine will yield 317 studies. 329 studies on Therapeutic Touch can 
be accessed in PubMed's online database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/query.fcgi?CMD=&DB=PubMed), and 
over 800 studies are available through the CINAHL database from 1982 to 2000. 

Information source: Based on an article that can be found at  
http://www.intuitivetimes.ca/Articles/artresearchhelaingenergies.htm  

Article Link 

 

 Albert Roy Davis and Walter C. Rawls JR are distinguished scientific researchers 
of the 20th century. Davis, scientist, professor of physics, is a recipients of a 
number of honorary doctors degrees for his scientific investigations, he is 
considered an accepted authority and the founder of the Science of Biomagnetics. 
Rawls, scientist, lawyer, his sociological and scientific investigations have taken 
him to many countries of the world as a consultant to governments and world 
organisations. They wrote the book 'The Rainbow in Your Hands' and the cover 
states "The first book ever written that scientifically supports and instructs 
the Science of the Laying on of Hands". 

 Davis & Rawls state that they observed that positive and negative energies can be 
found in and without living systems. Negative energy is the control energy that 
acts to prevent a breakdown in your system. The body actually generates, supplies 
and directs this form of electrical and magnetic energy during your entire physical 
life. They conducted hundreds of experiments which showed conclusively that the 
natural energy in the hands was similar to the two different energies that exist in 
all magnets. The negative energy of a magnet is similar to the negative healing 
energy of the body. The positive energy of a magnet is similar to the strengthening 
energy of the body. They concluded the right hand palm and inner fingers 
promotes strength, expansion and encouragement and the left hand palm 
and inner fingers has a sedating, soothing, cleaning, reducing effect, with 
the ability to arrest and reduce the condition of pain. Both hands together 
combine the effects. 

http://www.intuitivetimes.ca/Articles/artresearchhelaingenergies.htm


 In their research into Extrasensory perception (ESP) they found strong evidence 
to support that 'the third eye' area of the brain is an important sensitive area. They 
found that the LEFT hand PALM or BACK of the RIGHT hand on this location 
for 30 minutes has shown increased ESP abilities, more ease of concentration and 
calmness in delibration. They also found clasping the hands together in prayer, in 
the field of electromagnetic physics, as a "closed loop" or a "closed circuit." 
Energy flows through this circuit from right hand palm positive to left hand palm 
negative. This promotes strength to the whole system as well as for prayers and 
meditation. This cannot be contested because if you place a test tube of an 
enzyme between the palms, after one to two hours there is a rise in enzyme 
activity and this test has been duplicated in a number of research laboratories 
reproduced time and time again. Rawls & Davis also produced research in 
arresting cancer with magnetic energy. 

 For scientific purposes research on the healing effects of the hands meant they 
had to construct a "Shielded Room" that prevented the interference from the 
multitude of natural and man-made electromagnetic energies. However, 
remarkable they found that without the shielding protection in our ususal 
surroundings, the human energy system can still generate effectively with The 
Rainbow in Your Hands. 

Information source: Albert Roy Davis and Walter C. Rawls, Jr 

The Rainbow in Your Hands  

 

 Copper Wall Experiment Dr. Elmer Green is the former Director of the 
Voluntary Controls project at the Menninger Institute in Topeka, Kansas. He and 
his wife Alyce are pioneers in the field of biofeedback training, authoring the 
classic book "Beyond Biofeedback." It occurred to Green that if people were 
meditating in a really potent way, they may very well be generating electrical 
voltages in their body. So an experiment was set up using a copper wall which 
people sit in front where measurement of the voltages that developed on the walls 
were a way of finding out whether or not their body changed voltage. Normally 
one would expect a person's body voltage to drift by as much as two volts from a 
buildup of static electricity. But the voltages that we were getting connected with a 
healing were shooting up and then returning to baseline by as much as 200 volts 
on occasion. The healer voltages are not normal body voltages. They are at least 
1,000 times bigger. Generally, the pulses of electricity in the body of the healers 
lasted only 4 or 5 seconds. The surges in electrostatic charges were accompanied 



by an intention to heal. Green also states that some healers generated surges just 
by meditating. 

Information source: Based on an interview of Elmer Green that can be found at  
http://www.healthy.net/asp/templates/interview.asp?PageType=Interview&ID
=289  

"We must always be careful to place more weight on observation than current 
theory. We must remember that we don't fully yet understand magnetism. It 
now appears that the single domain with both magnetic poles may not be the smallest 
unit of magnetism after all. Physicists now posit the existence of magnetic 
monopoles, particles having the characteristics of just one pole, north or south. Infact 
there's some experimental evidence for them. Some theoreticians go even further, 
envisioning a hitherto unsuspected kind of magnetism, a composite of waves and 
monopole particles, like light. Living things may interact with such a now 
immeasurably energy." 

Robert Becker and Gary Seldon, 

The Body Electric: Electromagnetism and the Foundation of Life 

 

Notes 

1. The Schumann resonance frequency is now thought to act as a wave carrier. This 
means that when the healer tunes into the Schumann wave frequency it allows other 
types of energetic and frequency information to be passed on to the clients. 
Information source: Richard Gerber, M.D., Vibrational Medicine / Elegant 
Empowernment - Evolution of Consciousness by Peggy Dubro & David P. Lapierre 

2. Why is increase in enzyme activity by human hands important? The apparent 
metabolic reactions of each human cell are catalyzed by specific enzymes. To this 
extent, enzymes are considered the brains of cells. It is believed that any disease 
or illness develops from the lack of activity or malfunctioning of enzymes. It would 
appear that any change in cellular structure of disease or illness would require 
a change in the enzyme catalysts. Information source Rainbow in Your Hands 



(see above). 

3.Its interesting to note that the effectiveness of a TT treatment depends more on 
the compassionate intent of the practitioner than their beliefs, or even the beliefs of 
the patient receiving treatment. 

Maxwell Cade in England conducted a fascinating study of the relationship between 
healer and patient using a device called the Mind Mirror, doing non contact TT. The 
mind mirror does a real-time E.G. power spectra analysis. Lets say someone is in an 
Alpha brain wave in meditation or healing, and the machine shows right and left 
hemisphere brain waves simultaneously. Cade found those in a healing meditation 
produce a brain wave never before seen in human beings before. He called it a 
State 5 pattern (waves are usually Alpha, Beta, Gamma and Delta). It wasn't just one 
peak of brain wave, but three peaks, not only in the Alpha Theta range, but one in 
the very slow Delta range and one in the rapid Beta range. This triple curve has to 
date been found only to be dominant in master yogis and those who are more 
continuously in deep meditation (the kind where they seem able to endure 
extreme pain). 

What's so interesting is that when the healer and patient are in the process of TT, 
their brain wave rhythms sync up, a resonance also of heart rate, synaptic rhythm, 
body rhythms, and breathing. 

Information source: Article that can be found at  

http://www.intuitivetimes.ca/Articles/artresearchhelaingenergies.htm  

Article Link 

4. The Healer that co-operated with Dr. Smith and Dr. Grad was a Hungarian Army 
Colonel, retired Oskar Estebany. He is a distinguished gentleman. During the 
Hungarian revolt of October-November, 1956, medical facilities were scarce and 
often not available. Colonel Estebany went to the wounded sick and ill and applied 
the laying on of hands, relieving pain and suffering that was often under direct 
battlefield conditions. Information source Rainbow in Your Hands (see above). 

 

 

http://www.intuitivetimes.ca/Articles/artresearchhelaingenergies.htm


ESP and Neural Activity - EEG and 
MRI Studies 

Brain imaging techniques are revolutionising our knowledge of the close correlation between areas of 

brain function and mental function to the point where, if areas X,Y and Z ‘light up’, then 
a particular type of mental function, be it music or mental calculations, can be predicted 
and vice versa. If certain critical areas remain silent, then their related mental function 
remains silent as well, and this can include conscious awareness. Present theory, 
based upon thousands of studies of single brain-minds, is that each brainmind interacts 
with the outside world solely through its outlying sensorimotor systems. Our everyday 
experience of being separate individuals whose thoughts and feelings cannot be known 
to others, seems to confirm this. 

This very reasonable assumption may not be correct. Using pairs of participants placed 
in separate rooms, usually electromagnetically screened and soundproofed, some thirty 
EEG and/or MRI studies have found correlations of activity between the paired brains 
that cannot be attributed to chance correlation. 

For example, stimulation of the occipital cortex of the ‘sender’ by random flashes of light 
somehow evokes similar activity in the occipital cortex of the ‘receiver’ at the same time. 
Some of these findings have now been replicated. Empathic rapport seems to enhance 
this effect between brains, but in one groundbreaking experiment using two, screened 
and isolated, neurone cultures  that generate spontaneous impulses, the impulse 
frequency of the non stimulated control culture became entrained with periods of pulsed 
laser induced impulse frequency in the other culture (Pizzi et al, 2005). Is this an 
unsuspected property of neural activity? Healer and healee brain frequencies 
sometimes become entrained during the healing session, and one MRI study 
(Achterberg et all, 2005) has confirmed this apparent healer/healee  effect. Individual 
EEG frequencies have been observed to come into apparent entrainment during group 
meditation. Something is going on. 

Despite hotly disputed appeals to quantum physics, present science has no theory to 
account for such uncomfortable findings so, understandably, they are ignored. But 
present science has no satisfactory theory to account for consciousness either. 
Neurophysiology is a closed loop of explanatory cause and effect in which 
neuropsychology (you and me) has no place. These EEG and MRI findings, 
summarised in the literature reviews [click here], are an unexpected part of the puzzle. 
They deserve the attention of the scientific community as a whole, and the 
neurosciences in particular. 



Brain Wave Measurement 

and Frequencies of Healers 
  

The fact that the brain emits measurable frequencies has been known since the 

beginning of the last century. In the 1960s, it was discovered that a person could 

exert some control over these frequencies and the term “biofeedback” was coined to 

describe this process. With the advent of increased computing power and a deeper 

understanding of the brain, the research focus is now on “neurofeedback.” The year 

2010 saw the first hard evidence of neuroplastic changes occurring directly in the 

brain after voluntary control of brain rhythms. (T. Ros et al., Endogenous control of 

waking brain rhythms induces neuroplasticity in humans) 

  

The range of brain frequencies has been divided up and named as follows: 

  

        Delta (0 to 4 Hz) – deep nighttime sleep 

        Theta (4 to 7 Hz) – dreams at night and trance state of somnambulism 

        Alpha (8 to 12 Hz) – background brain activity in the waking state. (Named 

alpha because it was the first one discovered by Hans Berger in 1908.) 

        Beta (12 to 30 Hz) – awake, alert, focused 

        Gamma (30 to 100 Hz) – certain cognitive or motor functions 

  

The diagrams below are a 3D representation of brain wave patterns recorded using 

an IBVA recorder. Across the width of the diagram is the frequency from delta on the 

left to gamma on the right. Time is recorded in the length of the strip – each diagram 



being about a five-minute segment of time. Amplitude is shown in the height in 

microvolts. 

  

The first diagram is that of a client in a non-focused state and shows a random 

distribution across the ranges. The second diagram shows the coherence and 

specificity in Jack’s brain as he works with the Reconnective Healing® energy 

frequencies. The left and right hemispheres of the brain appear in separate windows. 

The left window represents the left hemisphere of the person. Recordings made in 

September 2010. 

 



 

Note: These EEG (Electroencephalography) experiments were done by Jean-

Charles Chabot, a hypnotherapist specialized in Life Between Lives spiritual 

hypnosis, who uses the IBVA recorder in his practice. (www.life-between-lives.ca). 

  

Note: Jean-Charles and I carried out these experiments without knowing whether such 

an experiment had been done before. On October 29, 2012, reading Ervin 

Laszlo's Science and the Akashic Field, (p. 152-153) I discovered a description of a 

similar experiment showing the same result and giving a bit more information about 

the condition. Laszlo's book was first published in 2004, a new edition appeared in 

2007 both from Inner Traditions in Vermont. 

 "An experiment carried out in the presence of this writer took place in southern 

Germany in the spring of 2001. At a seminar attended by about a hundred people, Dr. 

Günter Haffelder, head of the Institute for Communication and Brain Research of 

Stuttgart, measured the EEG patterns of Dr. Maria Sági, a trained psychologist and 

gifted natural healer, together with that of a young man who volunteered from among 

the participants. The young man remained in the seminar hall while the healer was 

taken to a separate room. Both the healer and the young man were wired with 

electrodes, and their EEG patterns were projected on a large screen in the hall. The 

healer diagnosed the health problems of the subject, while he sat with closed eyes in a 
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light meditative state. When the healer found the subject's areas of organic 

dysfunction, she sent information designed to compensate for it. During the 

approximately fifteen minutes that the healer was concentrating on her task, her EEG 

waves dipped into the deep Delta region (between 0 and 3 Hz per second), with a few 

sudden eruptions of wave amplitude. This was surprising in itself, because when 

someone's brain waves descend into the Delta region, he or she is usually in a state of 

deep sleep. But the healer was fully awake, in a state of intense concentration. Even 

more surprising was that the test subject exhibited the same Dela-wave pattern--it 

showed up in his EEG display about two seconds after it appeared in the EEG of the 

healer. Yet they had no sensory contact with each other."  

 



 



MENTAL ACCESS 

WINDOW 
 

by:Jack Houck 
 

Abstract 
 

What if the ability to do remote viewing, PK, and other high performance mental techniques 

could be induced with high-tech means? There is some evidence that there is a mental 

access window (MAW) when the predominat frequency of an individual's 

electroencephalogram (EEG) is 7.81 to 7.83 Hz. This is the same frequency range in which 

slight oscillations in the earth's magnetic field occur, known as "Schumann Resonance". 

(Interestingly, this frequency also corresponds to REM sleep and hypnogognic imagery.) 

Houck first learned of the ideas from Dr. Bob Beck when he purchased a simple EEG 

biofeedback unit from Beck. The unit provides auditory feedback of brain activity to the 

user. Beck suggested that they make a recording of an input signal of exactly 7.81 Hz. 

Houck listened to the EEG unit attached to his head in one ear while simultaneously 

listening to the 7.81 Hz (using frequency modulation, the EEG signal is combined with a 

2000 Hz tone so it can be heard) recording in the other ear. After a few minutes of relaxing, 

the two sounds became very similar, and then --- a full blown out-of-body experience. Of 

the 45 people who have tried this equipment, approximately one-half have reported either a 

full blown or partial out-of-body experience. This experience led to evaluating the frequency 

spectrum of people's EEGs, and has resulted in some correlations with the type of 

individual. For example, psychics and geniuses have strong components of their EEG 

frequency in the MAW, even in their awake state.  

 

Introduction  

 
For over twenty years, I have been interested in "Remote Viewing". Even though this 

phenomenon has been around since the beginning of man, only since the early 1970's has it 

been researched for training and application, originally by Targ and Puthoff at the Stanford 

Research Institute (SRI) International in Menlo Park, California1. They coined the term 

"Remote Viewing" in an attempt to describe an individual's ability to have mental access to 

remote places and "see" what was there. In the metaphysical community this ability is 

known as clairvoyance.  

 
In the late 1970's, I began to conduct experiments in an attempt to replicate some of the 

SRI experiments. I was sufficiently impressed by what I observed during these experiments 

that I concluded that humans really could send their minds out to remote places and not 

only "see", but all other body senses also have access to information at that remote 

location. This is why some research laboratories began calling the phenomenon "Remote 

Perception". In 1980, I wrote a paper2 to document my thoughts about how, conceptually, 

the human brain/mind might be able to access information at locations where the viewer 

had never been. Some of the key points are listed below:  

 



            a. Each person has two complete sets of senses. One set is the familiar physical 

senses (vision, hearing, feeling, smelling, and taste). The other set I postulate is associated 

with the mind and accesses information which is not necessarily local to the physical body. 

The brain processes both sets of senses, as shown in Figure 1.  

 

  

 
            b. There is a central storage system where all information is stored, both past and 

possible future events. I call this the Space Time Unit (STU). The original acronym was 

intended to be funny --- you know, where everything is. Of course, engineers are not known 

for being great spellers, especially this one. The STU is probably located in another 

dimension, other than our normal space-time dimensions.  

 
            c. When the mind accesses a remote location, it scans in time until it locks onto a 

"peak emotional event" at that location. The information at that place and time is then 

available in all sensory detail to the individual because it is being processed by the brain. It 

was this idea that led to the metal bending experiments which have become known as PK 

Parties3. Figure 2 is an attempt to display the type of feedback loop that would have to 

occur, with the brain constantly transmitting information into the STU and constantly 

receiving information both from the physical senses and the STU. The figure shows the 

information being added in each sensory type (body sensory signals represented by 

SBi where i is 1 through 5 for each of the senses, and external sensory signals represented 

by SEi) and processed by the appropriate cortex of the brain. The processed sensory signal 

(Si) to brain background noise (N) is critical to the clarity with which a person perceives that 

sensory information. The background brain noise seems to be a function of the total brain 

processing load (the slow senses like taste and smell, do not contribute much background 

noise whereas hearing and vision require much more processing which results in more 

background noise). With this model, memory is stored in the STU. Normally, the sensory 

signals from an individual's physical senses are so strong, they overwhelm the signals from 



the external senses, and the individual is unaware of those signals. However, when the 

signals from the physical body are reduced to the point where the external signals are 

completely dominaant, then the person has a full blown out-of-body experience or a dream 

which can combine data from memory and other information in the STU. The key point is 

that the brain is still processing the information, even though the individuals think they are 

at some remote location during an out-of-body experience.  

 

 
 

While parameters for helping people learn how to do Remote Viewing are somewhat 

understood (e.g., deep relaxation, quiet surroundings, starting by accessing with the slow 

senses like smell), the transfer mechanism for the information access and the conditions 

which promote the brain processing of the remote senses are not well understood. This 

paper is an accumulation of my thoughts on a possible correlation of an individual's 

electroencephalogram (EEG) characteristics and the earth's magnetic field oscillations, 

known as Schumann resonance. Helping individuals to achieve their EEG at the proper 

frequency should then allow them to have better mental access to the STU, which in turn 

should improve their performance on any mental task.  

 

Schumann Resonance  

 
In 1952, a German mathematician, Schumann, postulated that the lightening bolts 

throughout the earth stimulate the cavity between the earth surface and ionosphere to 

resonate at extremely low frequencies (ELF), causing the earth's magnetic field to oscillate 

at these frequencies4. He suggested that these oscillations would be less than 11 Hz. The 

magnetic detection equipment available at that time was not sufficiently sensitive to 



measure these oscillations. A refinement on his postulation was published in 19575. In 1961 

the National Bureau of Standards actually measured these magnetic field oscillations6, as 

shown in Figure 3.  
 

 
 

The eleven samples shown have the associated date shown in the figure. There were two 

detection coils, one with the axis pointed north/south (N-S) and the other pointed east/west 

(E-W). Soon after, additional measurements were made and summarized in a frequency 

presentation, shown in Figure 4, as presented in a report done for the CIA7. Wortz 

suggested the primary Schumann oscillation was at 7.8 Hz, with harmonics at 14.1 and 20.3 

Hz. Dr. Robert Beck observed that the Schumann resonanceÕs, often called waves, looked 

very much like the EEGs of humans. He also averaged his Schuman resonance 

measurements and compared these to EEG measurements taken from shamans, healers, 

Indian yogis, and psychics, and concluded that the primary mental access window (MAW) 

was between 7.81 and 7.83 Hz. I thought these researchers were indicating that the 

radiation caused by the lightning was traveling around the earth between the earth's 

surface and the ionosphere at the speed of light 7.81 to 7.83 times per second, depending 

on whether the path was around the poles or the equator, respectively. However, my 

calculations indicate it would be 7.49 to 7.51 Hz, if that was the correct model. Actually, the 

height of the ionosphere is constantly changing and these oscillations are affected by the 

sun spot activity as well as magnetic storms. The general idea is that as long as the earth 

has been evolving, all things on the earth's surface have been exposed to these magnetic 

field oscillations and possibly, when an individual's EEG becomes the same frequency as the 

current Schumann resonance, his or her brain synchronizes with these oscillations and then 

the person's mind can easily access information throughout the world.  

 



  

 

EEG Measurements  

 

 
It was Dr. Beck who familiarized me with these ideas about the Schumann waves.8 I 

purchased an EEG biofeedback unit that he had designed and built. This particular unit has 

the following characteristics:  

 

            a. Very small and thus very portable.  

            b. Battery operated only.  
            c. Primary feedback is auditory; the EEG signal is superimposed on a 2,000 Hz tone 

using a frequency modulation technique so that the ear can hear the oscillations. The signal 

amplitude is represented by a variation in the frequency spread of the superimposed signal, 

thus, it sounds more pronounced. 



The ear can quickly be trained to recognize the frequency region (alpha, beta, theta) and 

the amplitude of the signal. The tone frequency range was chosen such that a standard 

cassette tape recorder could be used to record the data.  
            d. An additional output source is provided so the actual EEG signal can be displayed 

on a medical oscilloscope (i.e., isolated from the house current).  
            e. The input electrodes are sufficiently sensitive so that only salt water need be 

used to obtain a good electrical connection with the human head.  
            f. The unit has one channel with the electrodes placed on the head centerline (one 

electrode in the center of the forehead and the other electrode in the center of the back of 

the head, frontal to occipital-midline). This provides an average EEG signal between the 

right and left hemispheres. When both hemispheres are synchronized (in phase), the EEG 

signal is high. This helps the biofeedback trainees to train themselves to synchronize their 

brain hemispheres. A schematic of Beck's biofeedback EEG unit is shown in Figure 5. The 

definition I use for the frequencies corresponding to the various brain wave states are 

shown in the following table: 
 
 

Frequency Band (Hz) Brain Wave State 

0 - 4 Delta () 

4 - 8 Theta () 

8 - 14 Alpha() 

14 - and higher Beta () 
 

 
My personal experience using Beck's EEG biofeedback unit for three months, approximately 

20 minutes per day, was that I developed the ability to relax quickly and to have some 

control over the frequency of my brain waves. I also discovered that it was a way for me to 

learn how to meditate, whereas otherwise I seemed to never find the time.  
 

 



 
About that time my son had to do an eleventh grade physiology project. He wanted to do an 

experiment measuring people's EEGs. In order to present the data, I purchased an analog-

to-digital (A/D) board for my Apple II+ home computer. We set up a system where he 

would record the brain waves of the subjects in his experiments on cassette tape. We would 

then feed that data into a discriminator (provided by Beck) which would remove the 2,000 

Hz tone from the EEG data. We fed this data through the A/D converter in the computer. 

We wrote some software that would take 20 seconds of the digitized EEG data and perform 

a 256 point fast Fourier transform (FFT) on each second of data, and present the results in 

a three-dimensional graphic display, which could be printed as shown in Figure 6.  The input 

signal for this plot was a sine wave at 7.81 Hz.  This shows that the processing system is 

very clean and free of external noise.  Slight harmonics of the input frequency do show up 

in the figure.  The three axes of the plot are frequency, amplitude (i.e., the amount of the 

total frequency components being produced at each frequency), and time with the FFT of 

the first second being shown in front and the FFT of the 20th second being shown toward 

the back in the plane of the frequency and amplitude axes.  There is a vertical bar marking 

the MAW frequency that is used for reference on all similar plots.  The bar also extends 

across the top at the MAW frequency along the time axis. A schematic  of the EEG frequency 

processing equipment with Beck's EEG biofeedback equipment is shown in Figure 7.  That 

first Apple based system took approximately 30 minutes of computations to prepare one 

plot.  Today, my 66 MHz IBM computer system presents this data in almost real time.   
 

  
 



 
 

Over the years, I have had the opportunity to measure the EEG patterns of many 

interesting people.  I presented some of these data at the First Archaeus Congress in 

19869.  Some interesting correlations have emerged between these brain wave patterns and 

the type of individual.  Several typical examples are shown in the following figures:  

 
Figure 8 - EEG pattern of the author, typical of a very focused, trainer type individual.  Note 

the single frequency ridge with a very narrow frequency bandwidth.  

 



 
Figure 9 - EEG pattern of a skilled psychic individual.  Note the extreme spread of 

simultaneous frequencies, with most occurring in the theta and alpha regions.  

 

 
Figure 10 - EEG pattern of a millionaire.  Note the apparent predominance of two 

simultaneous frequencies, one around 8 Hz and the other in the alpha region.  This same 

dual frequency pattern appears on other millionaires.  Is this pattern trainable?  

 



 
Figure 11 - EEG pattern of a typical "psychic" healer.  

 

 
Figure 12 - EEG pattern of a typical Remote Viewer.  Note that the peak of their EEG is near 

the MAW frequency.  

 



 
So-called normal people have many more high frequency components in their EEG 

pattern.  The results from this limited study suggest that those individuals who seem to 

have better access to acquiring information outside of  their physical body have strong 

components of their EEG frequencies in the region of 8 Hz,amazingly close to the average 

Schumann resonance.  

 

Nighttime Brain Activity  

 
There has been extensive research on sleep and dreaming during the past thirty 

years.  While I am no expert on these subjects, let me suggest how these areas may 

interact with the idea of there being a MAW.  First, in Figure 13, an idealized history of an 

individual's nighttime EEG frequency is postulated.  This would be from an individual who 

has a narrow band EEG frequency so that a single frequency as a function of time can be 

discussed.  The time in this figure starts as a person in an excited state begins to go to 

sleep.  As the person relaxes, the brain wave frequency begins to decrease, and eventually 

the person loses consciousness (falls asleep).  This probably occurs around 9 Hz.   
 

As the brain wave frequency continue to drop, it reaches the point where the first dream 

occurs, usually around 8 Hz.  It could be at the time the brain waves become coincident 

with the Schuman resonance or move into the MAW.  This is also when rapid eye movement 

(REM) occurs, as well as hynogognic imagery.  (Are we watching what we are 

accessing?)  As mentioned earlier, dreams may combine data from our own memory with 

data accessed from remote locations, as is the case when data from memory and local 

objects is sometimes accidentally combined with the intended remote site during remote 

viewing.   
 

As our hypothetical sleeping person in Figure 13 continues through the night, the EEG 

frequency continues to decrease through the first "deep sleep" cycle.  When it again returns 

to approximately 8 Hz, the person probably has another dream.  This Circadian rhythm 

continues through the night, but decreases in depth as morning approaches.  For people 

whose threshold for consciousness is close to their MAW, the period of light sleep will 



produce an in-and-out of sleep state or hypnopompic imagery where accessing information 

is optimized.  The should be a time for getting good ideas, remote travel, remote viewing, 

and remote healing.  

 

 
 

 

Mental State Induction  

 
Shortly after I did the EEG biofeedback training, Dr. Bob Beck suggested that we make an 

audio tape of what a person's EEG would sound like on his equipment when we input a pure 

sine wave at 7.81 Hz.  His contribution was to listen to this sound in one ear and listen to 

one's own brain waves in the other ear and see what would happen if the sounds became 

the same.  A schematic of this equipment setup is shown in Figure 14.  One day I decided to 

try this.  With the biofeedback training, I was able to move my EEG frequency to the same 

frequency being produced by the tape recording.  At the time, it seemed like I could even 

tell when the two sounds became like one --- in phase.  At that moment, I found myself 

floating above a tennis court watching a tennis match as part of a full-blown out-of-body 

experience.  This seemed to go on for some time before I had the sensation that the tennis 

ball was about to hit me in the face.  I jumped, and instantly found myself in my own body, 

having jumped out of the chair I had been sitting in, with all the wires hanging from my 

head.   
 



 
 

Whenever I have described this experience, people want to try it themselves.  So, over the 

years, there have been about 45 people who have tried this system.  None of them has EEG 

biofeedback training.  Most have had fairly broadband frequency spectrums in their 

EEG.  They would listen to 20 minutes of sounds being frequency modulated by 7.81 Hz 

from this cassette tape.  About half of them have reported some degree of out-of-body 

experience.  A few have fallen asleep.  Others think it is "interesting".  I have not made any 

attempt to further test these people.  However, it is my opinion that this sound has the 

effect of lowering people's brain wave frequencies and for some, induced their EEG brain 

waves into the MAW.  There are reported to be other techniques for inducing selective brain 

wave frequencies, such as flashing lights, other audio techniques (e.g., Monroe's Hemisync), 

and even electromagnetic "pacers".    

 

Summary  

 
Many studies could be done in these areas, if funding were available, to determine if 

Remote Viewing could be facilitated, general intelligence could be improved, and remote PK 

and healing could be enhanced.  My contention is that there is great potential to enhance 

any mind/brain application by improving our understanding of the relationship between the 

earth's magnetic field oscillations (Schumann resonance) and the apparent mental access 

window.  This understanding could then be used to develop techniques that move our EEGs 

into that window.  I recommend research on the use of sensitive measurement equipment 

to determine the current local Schumann resonance prior to the entrainment of the 

individual's EEG brain to that frequency.  I also recommend research to determine how 

much of the frequency bandwidth of an individual's brain waves must be in the mental 



access window for that person to achieve significant remote mental access.  
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